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Offshore wind farms (OWFs) are an important source of renewable energy accounting for

2.3% of the European Union’s electricity demand. Yet their impact on the environment

needs to be assessed. Here, we couple a hydrodynamic (including tides and waves)

and sediment transport model with a description of the organic carbon and mineral

particle dynamics in the water column and sediments. The model is applied to the

Belgian Coastal Zone (BCZ) where OWFs currently occupy 7% of its surface area which

is estimated to double in the next 5 years. The impact of OWFs on the environment is

represented through the filtration of the water column and fecal pellets production by the

blue mussel, the dominant fouling organism. Our model simulations show that the impact

of biodeposition on the mud particle sedimentation and on sediment composition is small

compared to the fluxes associated with tidal deposition and resuspension and the lateral

inputs. In contrast, the total organic carbon (TOC) flux to the sediment is significantly

altered inside the OWF perimeters and TOC deposition is increased up to 50% in an area

5 km around the monopiles. Further away, the TOC flux to the bottom decreases with

a notable effect up to 30 km away. The major changes are found along the direction of

the main residual current and tidal ellipse’s major axis. In addition, sub-mesoscale gyres

act as retention areas with increased carbon deposition. A future OWF in the BCZ will be

located close to gravel beds in a Natura 2000 area, considered as vulnerable habitats

and biodiversity hotspots. The different scenarios for this OWF, varying in turbine number

and positioning, are compared in terms of impact on the carbon and mineral particle

deposition flux in the BCZ and, particularly, to these gravel beds. The scenarios show that

the number of turbines has only a slight impact on the TOC deposition flux, unlike their

positioning that significantly alters the TOC flux to the gravel beds. The TOC deposition

flux exceeds 50%, when the turbines are placed next to the gravel beds; while a limited

increase is simulated, when the turbines are located the farthest possible from them.

Keywords: offshorewind farms, coupledmodels, COAWST, filtrationmodel, sedimentmodeling, carbon deposition
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1. INTRODUCTION

The European Union (EU) heavily invests in the development
of renewable energy, and offshore wind farms (OWFs) are an
important contributor. In 2019, a record amount of EU energy
capacity of 3.6 GW was installed offshore (Komusanac et al.,
2019). This accounts for 24% of newly installed capacity of all
wind turbines, currently responsible for 15% of total energy
production in the EU.

OWFs affect the surrounding sediment bed and associated
benthic communities in many different ways. Each monopile
foundation is protected by an artificial scour protection layer
(e.g., gravels) that attracts fouling species who use it as a hard
substrate. The underwater parts of turbine foundations also
provide a substrate for fouling species, with the most abundant
in the North Sea being the blue mussel Mytilus edulis, the
amphipod Jassa herdmani and the plumose anemoneMetridium
senile (Krone et al., 2013; De Mesel et al., 2015). These organisms
feed on the suspended particulate matter (SPM) in the water
column, which they partially expel in the form of fecal pellets,
further referred as FPs (Callier et al., 2006). Deposited FPs
contain a large amount of carbon, and its influx into the sediment
bed may disrupt the carbon balance and affect local ecosystems
through changes in sedimentology and oxygen fluxes (Mirto
et al., 2000; Christensen et al., 2003; Carlsson et al., 2010).
Remote sensing (Vanhellemont and Ruddick, 2014) and in-situ
measurements (Baeye and Fettweis, 2015) have shown SPM
plumes over a kilometer in length in the wake of the turbines.
Their exact origin is unknown, possibly it is a combination
of biodeposited and resuspended materials with dynamically
trapped SPM (Forster, 2018), due to the splitting of the current
around the foundation and reconvergence downstream, (i.e., the
island effect). These plumes show that the impact of OWFs
is not local and may affect a much larger area than just the
OWF perimeter.

Upscaling the local effect of particle filtration and
biodeposition by fouling organisms beyond the concession
area requires the combination of laboratory experiments,
sampling campaigns, and modeling. Slavik et al. (2019)
used a model to estimate that mussels living on monopile
foundations could cause a depletion of 8% of the primary
production (PP) in the large vicinity of the OWFs, and an
increase far outside the OWF perimeter. Field observations
are limited to the immediate vicinity of the turbines and show
higher organic matter content, finer sediments and changing
macrofaunal communities (Coates et al., 2014; Lefaible et al.,
2018). However, a regional quantification of the biodeposition
effects on organic and mineral particle fluxes to the bottom
and resulting changes in the sediment composition is not
yet available.

This paper targets the upscaling of biodeposition at the
OWFs using the three-dimensional hydrodynamic model
ROMS (Regional Ocean Modeling System) coupled with
the wave model SWAN (Simulating WAves Nearshore), the
sediment model CCSTM (Community Coastal Sediment
Transport Model) and an upgraded version of the filtration
model from Slavik et al. (2019), within the COAWST (Coupled

Ocean-Atmosphere-Wave-Sediment Transport) framework
(Warner et al., 2010). The model is applied to the Belgian
Coastal Zone (BCZ), where the OWFs current concession area
(CCA) occupies 238 km2, while for the next 5 years a new
concession area (NCA) is planned, resulting in a doubling of
the surface currently occupied by OWFs (Figure 1B). Different
sets of simulations are performed (e.g., baseline, positioning
scenarios) and compared in terms of the impact of OWF-induced
biodeposition on the organic and mineral particle fluxes to the
bottom. The simulations are analyzed with the aim of providing
recommendations for a spatial design of the NCA that would
reduce the changes in the TOC flux to the sediment in the Natura
2000 area and particularly on the protected gravel beds. In an
accompanying paper (De Borger et al., 2020a), the consequences
for sediment biogeochemistry of these scenarios are addressed.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. Environmental Characteristics of the
Investigated Area
The Southern Bight of the North Sea (SBNS) lies between the
UK on the west and the European Union on the east and is
connected with the Atlantic Ocean through the strait of Dover
on the south and through the North Sea proper in the North
(Figure 2A). The SBNS is divided into three major regions
(Laevastu, 1963): two coastal areas are influenced by freshwater
input from the continent or from Great Britain, while the
middle area is dominated by the saline Atlantic water. The SBNS
is influenced by periodic semi-diurnal tides, whose amplitude
reaches up to 3 m. The residual water flow is directed toward
the northeast, following the eastern branch of the Gulf Stream
and North-Atlantic current. However, along the Belgian coast the
flow can be perpendicular and even opposite due to the complex
bathymetry and river inputs (Delhez and Carabin, 2001). In the
winter, the main residual current is faster due to the influence
of dominant SW winds (Ivanov et al., 2020), which expose the
European coast to strong waves originating predominantly from
the Dover strait (Neill and Hashemi, 2013). Those waves break
at the shallow depths of the BCZ and play an important role
in sediment resuspension (10% of the total bottom erosion in
the BCZ; Fettweis and Van den Eynde, 2003). The sediment
composition in the region is diverse, but sands are the dominant
sediment class (Figure 2A). The strait of Dover, characterized
by the strongest currents, has the highest content of coarse
sediments. In the BCZ, near Zeebrugge and around the Scheldt
estuary, vast Holocene mud fields can be found (Figure 2B), also
in Fettweis and Van den Eynde (2003).

The SBNS and the BCZ have a huge potential for wind
energy production (Schillings et al., 2012, see all operational and
planned stations of the North Sea on Figure 1A). Despite already
having several operational OWFs, Belgium is still well behind the
European annual total of 15% of energy generated by wind power
(data for 2019 by Komusanac et al., 2019). At the same time,
Belgium is the only EU country (by 2019), where offshore wind
energy generation (4645 GMW) is higher than the onshore (3474
GMW), with still a large prospect for further developments.
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FIGURE 1 | (A) Overview of North Sea OWFs from a website https://www.4coffshore.com/offshorewind/, accessed on 31/10/2020. Black rectangular corresponds

to the right panel (BCZ). (B) The BCZ (black contour) and distribution of OWFs (see the legend on the lower-left corner; and for further details—Table 2) which were

operational by April 2020 (colored dots) or were under construction or planned (colored contours). The thick green line represents the Natura 2000 protected area; the

gravel beds that host hotspots of biodiversity are colored in red-brown.

FIGURE 2 | Distribution of median sediment grain size [composed from Verfaillie and Van Lancker (2006), Wilson et al. (2018)] over the SBNS (A) and BCZ (B) with

the residual currents (black arrows) superimposed for the SBNS.
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In the new Belgian Marine Spatial Plan 2020–20261 the
Belgian government designated the NCA to build a new OWF
(Figure 1B). However, the NCA overlaps with the northern part
of the Vlaamse Banken2, an area that is protected under the
European Natura 2000 network for the preservation of rare and
endangered species and their habitats (Evans, 2012). A part of the
Vlaamse Banken is characterized by the presence of gravel beds
that serve as hotspots of biodiversity in the BCZ (Houziaux et al.,
2008). These gravel beds cover ∼580 km2 or ∼17% of the BCZ
and∼16% of the Natura 2000 area. Despite being called “gravel,”
they are mostly gravelly sand, with sand and gravel being major
components. In addition to the Belgian NCA, a French OWF is
also planned near Dunkirk (Figure 1B), bordering the Belgian
Natura 2000 and close to the gravel beds. The effect of this French
OWF may eventually superimpose on that of the NCA.

The Belgian gravel beds and neighboring sandy habitats serve
as a substrate for whelks, top snails and “dead man’s fingers,”
one of the northernmost corals, and form unique ecosystems
with top members of the food chain including various fish,
marine birds (e.g., terns) and seals (Degraer et al., 2009).
They also act as breeding grounds for fish, including herring,
which find shelter there. The Belgian gravel beds, however,
suffer frommechanical disruption (i.e., aggregate extraction, that
smother them through sedimentation of fine materials), from
fishing activities (trawling) and in the future also possibly from
construction works, e.g., OWF building (Lindeboom et al., 2011).
These stressors endanger bottom integrity and may compromise
the conservation of biodiversity associated with these gravel beds.

2.2. The Model
The hydrodynamic model ROMS, the wave model SWAN and
the sediment model CCSTM are coupled within the COAWST
framework (Warner et al., 2010) to simulate the organic and
mineral particle dynamics governed by PP, sinking, deposition,
and resuspension, as well as by the filtration and biodeposition
processes associated to the OWF filtering communities. The
capacity of the hydrodynamic model to represent temperature,
salinity, vertical stratification, tidal and residual currents and
water transport through the strait is extensively validated with
in-situ and satellite observations in Ivanov et al. (2020). That
paper also analyses the impact of atmospheric patterns on
the simulated fields. The filtration model is based on Slavik
et al. (2019), but has been modified to consider the vertical
distribution of filter feeders along the monopile foundation
and to include tidal dynamics, causing parts of the monopile
to be only intermittently immersed (see further details in
section 2.2.3 and Supplementary Material 3). Organic matter
is described with two fractions, representing slow and fast
degradable carbon pools.

Scenario simulations for the NCA monopile positionings are
designed based on the different options that are envisaged for the

1https://www.health.belgium.be/fr/consultation-publique-le-plan-
damenagement-des-espaces-marins-pour-la-partie-belge-de-la-mer-du-nord#
article (accessed October 31, 2020).
2https://eunis.eea.europa.eu/sites/BEMNZ0001 (accessed July 29, 2020).

new OWF. All scenarios for the NCA are similar in terms of the
total amount of energy delivered, but differ as concerning the
number of turbines, their distribution and installed nameplate
capacity per turbine. Each scenario is mapped on the model
grid, by assigning for each grid cell a number of monopiles and
their diameter.

2.2.1. Coupled Modeling System COAWST
The hydrodynamics of the SBNS and eastern part of the English
Channel (EC) is solved using the three-dimensional ROMS
model. The model domain extends from 3◦W to 6◦E and from
49◦N to 55◦N with a horizontal resolution of 5 km. The BCZ
is covered with a high resolution subdomain, with grid cells
of 1 km long, two-way nested in the coarse resolution model.
Over the vertical, terrain-following sigma-coordinates are used
with 15 layers, with a refined resolution near the surface (several
cm) and coarse resolution at the bottom (1–4 m, depending on
the water depth). At the lateral open sea boundaries with the
central North Sea and the EC, the products from the Copernicus
Marine Environment Monitoring Service (CMEMS3) are used
for temperature, salinity and velocities, and from TPXO (Egbert
et al., 2010)—for the tides. The discharges from the major rivers
(the Seine, the Thames, the Rhine, and the Maas) are imposed as
point sources of water and heat, while the Scheldt is represented
as a channel and its discharge is imposed 30 km inshore, at
the city of Terneuzen. Daily-averaged river discharges and their
water temperatures are taken from the data archive provided by
the Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute (SMHI,
Lindström et al., 2010. At the air-sea interface, themodel is forced
with the hourly ECMWF Era-Interim product4 at a horizontal
resolution of 0.125◦ interpolated on the model grid. Full details
on the implementation of the ROMS hydrodynamics model in
our domain can be found in Ivanov et al. (2020).

The sediment deposition and resuspension processes are
tightly conditioned by the bottom drag due to wave action, in
addition to tidal and residual currents. Therefore, the ROMS
hydrodynamic model is coupled with the wave model SWAN
using the Model Coupling Toolkit (MCT) implemented in
COAWST (Warner et al., 2010). SWAN is forced at the open
boundaries of the coarse grid by the hourly wave periods, heights
and directions, acquired from the WaveWatch III product
“glo_30m” (Tolman, 1989). SWAN was run on the same grid
as ROMS using two way nesting. The vertical distribution of
organic and mineral particles in the sediment is described by
the CCSTM. The dynamics of sedimentary and water column
particles is coupled through deposition and erosion processes
that depend on local hydrodynamics (bottom shear stress, see
section 2.2.2 and Supplementary Material 2 for details). The
coupling of the ROMS, SWAN and CCSTM is described in
Supplementary Material 1, while the validation of the wave
model is provided in Supplementary Material 4.

3http://marine.copernicus.eu/
4https://www.ecmwf.int/en/forecasts/datasets/browse-reanalysis-datasets
(accessed October 31, 2020).
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TABLE 1 | Parameters associated with each modeled class of organic and non-organic particles.

Particle Median grain Grain Sinking Surface Critical shear Critical shear stress

category diameter density velocity erosion rate stress for erosion for deposition Porosity

µm kg m−3 mm s−1 mg m−2 s−1 Pa Pa

Mud 4 2,575 (1) 1 (2) 120 (3) 1 (3) 1 (3) 0.8 (7)

Medium sand 220 2,650 17 (4) 1.4 1.5 1.5 0.38 (6)

Coarse sand 750 2,650 86 1.2 2 2 0.38 (6)

Organic carbon 4 2,575 0.019 50 4 4 0.8

Fecal pellets - - 1.8 (5) - - - -

References (in parentheses): 1—Irion and Zöllmer (1999), 2—Mercier and Delhez (2007), 3—Fettweis and Van den Eynde (2003), 4—Cheng (1997), 5—Callier et al. (2006), 6—Wilson

et al. (2018), 7—Winterwerp and Van Kesteren (2004). Parameters given without references are calibrated and are within the typical range of values described in supplement to Sherwood

et al. (2018).

2.2.2. Organic and Mineral Particle Model
Rather than representing the cycle of carbon from primary
producers to detritus through heterotrophs, we short-circuited
the food chain. Therefore the vertically integrated CMEMS
primary production NORTHWESTSHELF_REANALYSIS_BIO_
004_0115 is imposed as a surface organic carbon source for two
classes of detrital carbon: the fast and slow degradable particulate
organic carbon (POC), respectively POCf and POCs. Both POC
compartments are subject to vertical sinking and to a loss term
that lumps degradation and respiration processes (equations are
described in Supplementary Material 2).

The CCSTM implemented in COAWST allows for the
inclusion of an arbitrary number of cohesive and non-cohesive
sediment classes. Here, the sediments are described through one
class of (cohesive) mud (referred as SMUD) and two classes of
(non-cohesive) sand: medium sand (median grain diameter D =
0.22 mm) and coarse sand (D = 0.7 mm), respectively referred
as SSANDm and SSANDc. Three classes are necessary to account for
muddy sediment texture, e.g., near the Belgian coast at Zeebrugge
(Fettweis and Van den Eynde, 2003). Field campaign data
(Toussaint et al., 2021) and regional sediment maps (Verfaillie
and Van Lancker, 2006; Wilson et al., 2018) showed a wide
range of median grain sizes for different stations over the
domain, requiring multiple sediment classes for correct model
parametrization. In addition, when POCf and POCs settle upon
the sediment bed, they are also considered as cohesive sediment
fractions and add to the fast and slowly degradable sedimentary
carbon compartments (respectively SPOCf and SPOCs).

Each sediment class is represented in the model by its mass
fraction that can vary in three dimensions: horizontally and
vertically in the sediment bed. Sediment particles are transported
vertically within the sediment bed through biodiffusion, while
in the upper bed layer they are subjected to resuspension (see
Supplementary Material 2 for the equations). Sediment class
dynamics is governed by a set of parameters: median grain
diameter, dry density, settling velocity, critical shear stresses for
erosion and deposition, erodibility and porosity (see Table 1).
Because mud has been extensively studied in the BCZ, most of
its parameters such as the settling velocity, critical shear stresses

5https://resources.marine.copernicus.eu/documents/PUM/CMEMS-NWS-PUM-
004-011.pdf

for erosion and deposition and erodibility are available from
studies of Fettweis and Van den Eynde (2003) and Mercier and
Delhez (2007). However, there are relatively few studies of sand
dynamics, and some of its parameter estimates may vary in
an order of magnitude. Therefore sand parameters are mostly
calibrated to fit the SPM observation for different tidal conditions
(see section 3.1) and to keep the model at steady state (i.e., no
trend of the medium and coarse sand fractions over the years of
integration). For each sediment bed grid cell, the vertical profiles
of total erodibility, critical erosion stress and biodiffusion are
calculated as a mass fraction-weighted sum of each sediment
class property.

Seventeen vertical layers are defined for the sediment bed:
upper 10 layers (where biodiffusion is mostly active) are 1 cm
thick, next 4 are 10 cm; last 3 are 50 cm thick. The biodiffusion
coefficient is assumed to be horizontally uniform; however,
vertically it varies according to a sigmoid function, with a value
of 0.2 cm2 d−1 at 1 cm depth, 0.05 cm2 d−1 at 10 cm and 0
cm2 d−1 at 30 cm (based on Figure 8 from Zhang and Wirtz,
2017). In COAWST, the sediment bed can act as an entity
(cohesive bed), or as an ensemble of separate sediment classes
acting on its own (non-cohesive bed) or as a mixed bed, with a
“cohesiveness” coefficient that depends on the mud quantity and
defines how the bed behaves at each grid cell (Sherwood et al.,
2018). Several tests were conducted with the settings similar to
R-0 scenario from section 2.3, but using different options for
the CCSTM model seabed characterization mode (i.e., cohesive,
non-cohesive, mixed). Results were compared with in-situ
observations and evidences from the literature for organic matter
carbon content in the sediment, suspended sand concentration
near the bottom during spring tides, TOC deposition at the
stations and SPM concentration in the water column (more
information in section 3.1), as well as for the steady-state of all the
sediment classes. The “cohesive” formulation provided the best
compromise in terms of model skills and was therefore adopted
for the main simulations.

The spatial distribution of the mass fraction of mud and
medium and coarse sand is initialized from a regional product
of composite maps (Wilson et al., 2018), updated with the local
grain size data from Verfaillie and Van Lancker (2006) and from
the Belgian Science Policy project FaCE-iT (Functional
biodiversity in a Changing sedimentary Environment:
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Implications for biogeochemistry and food webs in a managerial
setting) field campaign of 2020. Although the flocculation
process is not resolved by our model, the mud parametrization
intrinsically accounts for flocculation through a higher sinking
speed (Fettweis and Van den Eynde, 2003), which is particularly
important to represent the mud fields near Zeebrugge. The
initial distribution of SPOCf and SPOCs is estimated by prerunning
the model for 1 year, acquiring the annual-averaged bottom
fluxes of both carbon pools and then by estimating the
steady-state concentration of carbon using the formula of the
converging infinite geometric series. At the lateral boundaries,
a concentration of mud of 100 mg m−3 is imposed at the Dover
Strait (Mercier and Delhez, 2007); 36,000 mg m−3—at the
Scheldt (Baeye and Fettweis, 2015) and 33,800 mg m−3 at the
Rhine (Asselman, 1999).

Further technical details, including model equations
and a list of state variables and parameters, are given in
Supplementary Materials 2, 3.

2.2.3. Filtration Model
In the framework of the FaCE-iT project, one C-Power (the first
Belgian OWF) turbine installed on a gravity-based foundation
(Wu et al., 2019) was studied in detail during annual ship-
based field campaigns in 2016–2019. Particularly, the abundance
of fouling species was estimated in-situ, while the amount of
produced FPs was estimated in a set of laboratory experiments6.
The main biofouling organisms in the BCZ are the blue mussel
Mytilus edulis, the amphipod Jassa herdmani and the plumose
anemone Metridium senile, but the latter two have negligible
biodeposition relative to that by the blue mussel (Vanaverbeke
et al., 2020). Therefore, only mussels are considered in the
filtration and biodeposition model. Blue mussels are assumed to
be uniformly distributed between themean sea surface level and 6
m of depth along the monopile foundation with a density of 6468
individuals m−2 (Kerckhof et al., 2010; DeMesel et al., 2015). For
each monopile, the total amount of mussels that are involved in
the filtration process (i.e., submerged) at a given time is calculated
using the total surface area available for biofouling and the instant
water level (see Supplementary Material 3 for details).

The mussels filter the two organic carbon pools (POCs and
POCf) and inorganic fine particles (MUD) from the surrounding
waters and produce feces with an enhanced sinking speed, that
consist of organic (FPPOCs and FPPOCf) and inorganic particles
(FPMUD). These fecal pellets rapidly sink to the bottom where
they add to the mud and sedimentary carbon pools. Notice that
in the water column TOC = POCs + POCf + FPPOCs + FPPOCf.
The filtration model parameterizes the filtration, production of
feces and respiration.Model formulations are based on themodel
from Slavik et al. (2019), that uses empirical relations of the
filtration rate and available carbon by Bayne et al. (1993). In our
implementation, filtration can only happen on the submerged
part of the monopile foundation; tidal dynamics causes parts of
the monopile to be exposed to the air at times.

The filtration model is embedded into COAWST as a part
of the CCSTM to represent the impact of biofouling organisms

6Mavraki and Voet, unpublished.

on the SPM and sediment dynamics. A schematic representation
of the organic and mineral particle model is shown on
Figure 3, while details on its mathematical formulation andmain
hypotheses are presented in Supplementary Material 2.

2.2.4. Implementation of Wind Farms Distribution
The OWFs are represented in the model via two variables: mean
monopile radius and number of monopiles per grid cell. The
mean monopile radius (m) is used to calculate the area available
for filtration by fouling organisms given an instant water level.
Here, the area covered by mussels is considered to be an ideal
cylinder. The number of monopiles per grid cell is used to
calculate the total filtration rate and FPs production within a grid
cell. It is assumed that all monopiles in a grid cell are of the same
diameter (true for the fine resolution grid).

Table 2 summarizes the main characteristics of operational
and planned OWFs, distributed across the model grid. Three
types of turbine foundations are installed in the region of the
BCZ: the large majority of them are monopiles, except for the
first Belgian OWF C-Power, where 48 jacket foundations and 6
gravity-based foundations can be found (Wu et al., 2019). For
the simplicity of computation of the biofouled area, it is assumed
that all the turbine foundations are monopiles. If the exact
coordinates of monopiles in anOWF are not available, monopiles
foundations are distributed uniformly over model grid cells
assigned to the OWF perimeter. This explains why the number
of monopiles per grid cell can be a decimal number in Table 2.
If no information is found regarding the monopile diameter,
a diameter of 8 m is assumed. The new OWF at the NCA
and Dunkirk OWF have the least available public information,
because their construction has not yet started. For these two
OWFs, only the total amount of energy delivered by each OWF is
known, while information about themonopile type, their number
(true for the new OWF at the NCA), turbine nameplate capacity,
diameter, and location is not yet in the public domain.

2.3. Scenarios Design and Policy-Driven
Questions
During project meetings with representatives of the WWF-
Belgium, concerns have been raised about a future OWF in the
NCA, partially covering the Natura 2000 zone, that may impact
its fragile gravel beds ecosystems in the negative way.

The stakeholders formulated two main policy-driven
questions; therefore the developed scenario simulations and
associated analyses were designed to answer them. Those
questions are:

(1) What is the design of the NCA in terms of number of
turbines and location that would preserve the gravel beds?

(2) If we place nevertheless the NCA turbines inside of the
Natura 2000, what effect will it cause?

The scenarios have been defined as follows. The total amount
of energy that will be delivered by the new OWF has already
been known from https://www.4coffshore.com/offshorewind/,
accessed on 31/07/2020. However, the design of the OWF in
terms of number and placement of the turbines was not yet
decided. Using information about the total energy to be delivered
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FIGURE 3 | Schematic representation of the carbon and mineral particle model including the filtration model. The filtration model describes the transformation of

organic and inorganic materials into fecal pellets that sink to the bottom to feed the sedimentary compartment.

and the nominal capacity of different models of turbines in
existing regional OWFs, we defined scenarios that vary in the
number of turbines and placement (Figure 4 and Table 3). For
the placement we chose two contrasted configurations. In the
first positioning scenario, all the turbines are concentrated in
the northern part of the NCA (i.e., the Northern placement,
scenarios N-250, N-210, and N-162) in order to maximize the
distance to the gravel beds. In the alternative scenario, the
turbines are located in the south of the NCA overlapping with
the gravel beds (i.e., the Southern placement, scenarios S-250,
S-210, and S-162). Note, that even in the Northern scenario
some monopile foundations need to be placed inside the Natura
2000 area to match the projected total energy production, but
these turbines are still at least 2 km away from the closest
gravel bed. Then, for each of these two positioning scenarios, we
defined three sub-scenarios for the nominal capacity per turbine,
based on examples from the region: one with 250 8.4-MW
turbines (respectively N-250 and S-250) as currently installed in
the SeaMaid or Norther OWFs, one with 210 10-MW turbines
(respectively N-210 and S-210) as in the Dutch Borssele-V OWF
and one with 162 13-MW turbines (respectively N-162 and S-
162) as expected for the Dunkirk OWF (based on the total
energy delivered and the projected number of turbines). For each
scenario, a distance between monopiles of 9–18 times the rotor

diameter (which is 100–150 m) is guaranteed to allow recovery
of the wind (Choudhry et al., 2014). This means that we have 2
monopiles per km2 (i.e., per grid cell of the fine resolution grid).

The design of these 6 scenarios is targeted toward finding
an optimal location of the turbines that would minimize the
impact of the NCA on the Natura 2000 area and, in particular,
on the gravel beds. We do not target a minimization of
the costs associated with cable extension and maintenance of
the monopile. We also ignore practical constraints due to
the bathymetry that may prevent the building of monopile
foundations at some places.

In addition, we performed a “Dunkirk” (D-210) scenario that
considers the Dunkirk OWF (Table 3), because its concession
zone is drawn very close to the BCZ and hence could potentially
affect Natura 2000 ecosystems. For this scenario, we assume
that the 46 monopiles of Dunkirk are built as close as possible
to the BCZ, with a density of 2 monopiles per grid cell,
in order to envisage the most unfavorable situation. For this
additional scenario, we use the N-210 positioning scenario
for turbines in the NCA. Lastly, we run the reference (R-0)
scenario, without biodeposition associated with OWF biofouling
organisms, to estimate the carbon deposition and sedimentary
structure without human interventions. Each scenario is run for
1 year starting from the same initial conditions.
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TABLE 2 | Information about existing and planned OWFs (see Figure 1 for the localization of each OWF).

Total Nameplate Total

Country Name Operational Type Diameter energy capacity number Monopiles

(m) capacity (MW) (MW mon−1) of turbines per grid cell

BE C-Power (Phase I) 2009 G 6.5 325 5 6 1–5

(Phase II & III) 2013 J 6.5 6.15 48 1–5

BE Belwind 2010 M 5 171 3 (one is 6) 56 1–5

BE NorthWind 2014 M 5.2 216 3 72 1–5

BE Nobelwind 2017 M 5 165 3.3 50 1–5

BE Rentel 2018 M 8 309 7.35 42 1–5

BE Norther 2019 M 7.4 370 8.4 44 1–5

BE Northwester 2 2020 M 8 219 9.5 23 2.33

BE SeaMade (Mermaid) 2020 M 8 235 8.4 28 1.44

BE SeaMade (SeaStar) 2020 M 8 252 8.4 30 1.88

NCA (N-250, S-250) 2026 M 8 8.4 250 2

BE NCA (N-210, S-210) 2026 M 8 2100 10 210 2

NCA (N-162, S-162) 2026 M 8 13 162 2

ND Borssele I,II 2020–2021 M 8 752 8 94 0.99

ND Borssele III,IV 2021 M 8 731.5 9.5 77 0.75

ND Borssele V 2021 M 8 20 10 2 1

FR Dunkirk 2026 M 8 598 13 46 2

Foundation types: G, gravity-base foundations; J, jackets; M, monopiles. Nameplate capacity—energy capacity of an installed turbine in MW. Source: for Belgian OWFs: https://odnature.

naturalsciences.be/mumm/en/windfarms/ and https://www.belgianoffshoreplatform.be/en/projects/, for Dunkirk and NCA: https://www.4coffshore.com/offshorewind/, for Borssele I

and II: https://www.rvo.nl/sites/default/files/2015/09/33953992.pdf; for Borssele III and IV: https://offshorewind.rvo.nl/file/download/44692942, for Borssele V: https://offshorewind.

rvo.nl/file/download/54328682/, all urls are accessed on 04/03/2021).

FIGURE 4 | Mapping of the monopiles over the NCA under two scenarios of localization of the wind farm: Northern placement (N) avoids the gravel beds while

Southern placement (S) overlays with the gravel beds. For each placement, we consider three types of installed nameplate capacity, resulting in 162, 210, and 250

monopiles. These scenarios are referred to as N-250, N-210, N-162, S-250, S-210, S-162. In each case, the total amount of delivered energy by the OWF at the NCA

is fixed at 2100 MW.

3. RESULTS

In this section, we assess the ability of the model to simulate the
seasonal dynamics and spatial distribution of SPM in comparison
with a satellite product. The impact of the OWF biodeposition on
the carbon andmud flux to the bottom is assessed under different
scenarios (Table 3). Areas of statistically significant changes of
the simulated annual average of the TOC deposition fluxes are

identified using a t-test modified for auto-correlated time series
(see Supplementary Material 6). In what follows, we will qualify
as (non) significant changes, the changes in the TOC fluxes that
do (not) result in annual average values that are found statistically
significant. However, it should be noted that even changes
in the carbon flux that do not result in statistically different
annual averages can potentially impact the biogeochemistry and
ecosystem. For instance, De Borger et al. (2020a) show that small
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TABLE 3 | List of scenarios that are selected for running the model.

Scenario CCA NCA Monopile number Dunkirk Abbreviation

Reference No No 0 No R-0

Northern 250 N-250

placement Yes Yes 210 No N-210

162 N-162

Southern 250 S-250

Placement Yes Yes 210 No S-210

162 S-162

Dunkirk Yes Yes 210 Yes D-210

The reference scenario refers to a situation with no OWFs; while the Northern and

Southern placement scenarios, in addition to all the OWFs in the Current Concession area

(CCA), i.e., Belwind, C-Power, Northwester 2, Northwind, Rentel, SeaMaid and Borssele,

also consider several configurations of number and placement of turbines inside the NCA;

Dunkirk refers to the future Dunkirk OWF located close to the Belgian coast.

but persistent changes in the TOC flux to the sediment can
alter the carbon storage and remineralization process. We also
highlight how the hydrodynamics (residual currents, tides, sub-
mesoscale gyres) determine the spatial pattern of changes and
the far-field effect. Simulated changes sometimes propagate far
beyond the OWF border. The simulated waves (significant wave
height, wave period) and associated shear stress are compared
with tidal gauges and literature in Supplementary Material 4.

3.1. Validation of the Organic and Mineral
Particle Model
The simulated SPM concentration in the water column is
compared with the CMEMS inorganic SPM satellite product for
the year 2019 (OCEANCOLOUR_ATL_OPTICS_L3_NRT_O
BSERVATIONS_009_0347). Throughout the year, the simulated
SPM content is higher along the coast than in the offshore. In
winter, the SPM concentration increases everywhere in the BCZ
and the SPM patch associated with the river plume becomes
larger, because the bottom resuspension is enhanced by the
wave action. This spatio-temporal pattern is in agreement with
satellite observations (Figure 5A), even if we note that the
observed plume is extending more offshore covering the area
from France to the Netherlands. This mismatch is attributed to
the underestimation by the model of the bottom stress along the
coast due to the limited spatial resolution of the model and the
complex bathymetry. It does not have an effect on the SPM at
the CCA and NCA, because the SPM at the offshore station D6 is
indeed quite well-simulated (see Figure 5C).

The comparison of the simulated SPM with that obtained
from the satellite at monitoring stations (see positions on
Figure 5B) for spring and neap tides shows a good agreement
in terms of median values and ranges (Figure 5C), except for
station 780, where the simulated mud concentration is too high

7https://resources.marine.copernicus.eu/?option=com_csw&view=details&
product_id=OCEANCOLOUR_ATL_OPTICS_L3_NRT_OBSERVATIONS_009_
034

during the spring tide, possibly because of too high bottom
stress. Offshore, at station 330, SPM near the bottom reaches
a concentration of 3 g m−3 during high tide, in line with
observations by Baeye and Fettweis (2015). The model tends
to underestimate SPM concentration during the neap tide (for
all stations), and overestimate it during the spring tide (for all
stations except st. 130).

The simulated spatial fluxes of organic carbon to the
sediment are used in De Borger et al. (2020b) to force a
diagenetic model that is run at monitoring stations (for model
calibration). The diagenetic model (OMEXdia) estimates
the flux of dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) and sediment
community oxygen consumption (SCOC), that can be
compared with FaCE-iT field campaign data. The fitting of
the OMEXdia-simulated DIC outflux and SCOC to these
data allows to constrain the degradation and sinking rates
of the organic carbon in our model. Using the parameters
described in Table 1, we are able to simulate POC flux to
the sediment that supplies OMEXdia-simulated SCOC and
DIC outflux with a spatial variability and intensity that are
consistent with the majority of the stations sampled during
the FaCE-iT ship-based field campaigns 2017–2019 (see
Supplementary Material 6).

3.2. Impact of OWFs on Carbon and
Mineral Particle Flux to the Bottom of the
BCZ: Scenario Simulations
Here, we show that the OWF biodeposition significantly
changes the carbon flux into the sediment and alters the
mud flux. This change sometimes propagates far beyond the
OWF concession domain. We highlight how the hydrodynamics
(residual currents, tides, sub-mesoscale gyres) determine the
spatial pattern of changes and the far-field effect. For the different
NCA scenarios we compare changes in the carbon fluxes to
surrounding sediments.

3.2.1. General Features of the OWFs Footprint on

Carbon Flux to the Seabed
The distribution of changes of relative values (>|1|%, D-210
scenario with respect to R-0 scenario) in the TOC flux to the
bottom shows that the largest changes are found in the vicinity
of 2 km around the monopile foundations, and exclusively
consist of a flux increase up to 15% and more (Figures 6A,C).
Note, here the “distance to the closest monopile” means the
distance between the center of a grid cell and the closest grid
cell containing at least one monopile; i.e., if a location is “5
km away from the monopile,” it means that it is 5 ± 1.4 km
away. At 2–5 km from the monopile, the overall fluxes are
still higher (1–10%), although this effect drastically decreases
with an increasing distance (from 9% at 2 km down to 3% at
3 km; see Figure 6C). Beyond 5 km from the monopile, the
carbon flux is lower compared to R-0 situation and reaches
its maximum decrease of 2% at a distance of 9–13 km. The
reduction of the flux however does not exceed 2% and hence
is significantly smaller than the maximum increase of 2–15%
simulated close to the monopile. A marginal (∼0.5 %) decrease
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FIGURE 5 | (A) Surface SPM in winter (top) and summer (bottom), left column—satellite, right column—model. (B) Positions of the monitoring stations

(background—bathymetry). (C) Satellite and model SPM boxplots at those monitoring stations for spring (H) and neap (L) tide.

of the flux is also simulated further than 30 km away from
the monopiles.

The distribution of the changes in the carbon flux as a function
of water depth (Figure 6B) shows that the depths between 16
and 32 m experience an increased TOC flux (up to 6%) to the
bottom, while in the shallow waters (<15 m) and in the deep
parts of the domain (up to 45 m deep) we simulate a decrease up
to 2%. The 16–32 m depth range where we simulate an enhanced
deposition corresponds to the depth where we find most of the
monopiles (Figure 6D). However, most turbines are located at 29
m depth (Figure 6D); while themaximum increase in TOC fluxes
is simulated at 24 m depth (Figure 6B). This difference indicates
that the OWF impact is larger at shallower depths, with a possible
explanation that shallower depths experience higher deposition
of TOC under the same conditions of its production, because a
smaller amount of TOC degrades while sinking, compared to the
deeper regions.

3.2.2. Effect of the Hydrodynamics on the Carbon

Flux
The horizontal pattern of changes in the TOC flux to the
sediment (under the N-250 scenario) is aligned with the M2 tidal
ellipse major axis in the SW–NE direction (M2 accounts for 70%
of the amplitude of the tides in the region). The ebb and flood
of the tidal current transport FPs up to 20–30 km away from

the OWF (Figure 7A); while in the SE–NW direction (i.e., tidal
ellipse’s minor axis), moderate (>10%) changes do not extend
beyond 2–3 km.

The effect of residual currents8 results in the net transport of
TOC in the NE direction (Figure 7B). More important, residual
currents in the Natura 2000 area flow predominantly northward,
transporting the filtered carbon outside the NCA and hence
protecting the local gravel beds from an increased carbon flux.
In between the CCA and NCA, the residual current is strong
and flows northward. Here, the changes are moderate and no
cumulative impact of the CCA and NCA is observed. The density
of monopiles affects the amplitude of the maximum change.
The largest increase of carbon flux (>50%) is observed where
the monopile density is ≤2 km−2 (e.g., at Belwind, Northwind,
C-Power, and the NCA).

In addition to the general pattern of change, the distribution
of the TOC flux to the bottom displays a patch of an enhanced
TOC deposition of a few kilometers in scale, that can be
associated with the residual hydrodynamics (e.g., convergences,
divergences, gyres), that are particularly intense in this region due
to the complex bathymetry and interactions with riverine plumes
(Ivanov et al., 2020). In particular, residual gyres act as retention

8Here, under “residual current” we mean an Eulerian circulation over the period
of simulation, definition aligned with Ivanov et al. (2020).
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FIGURE 6 | Changes in the annual TOC deposition flux (in %) under the D-210 scenario compared to the R-0 simulation. (A) Scatter plot of changes in TOC flux for

each grid cell within 30 km of a closest monopile as a function of water depth and distance to the closest monopile. (B) Area-weighted annual TOC changes for each

particular water depth; (C) Area-weighted annual TOC changes at each particular distance to the closest monopile; (D) Cumulative bar plot of the number of

monopiles for each concession area as a function of the water depth.

areas for TOC, leading tomarked patches of the enhanced carbon
deposition. For example, the SE boundary of the CCA (Norther
OWF) displays a sharp gradient of carbon flux change from a
slight decrease (2–3%) to a 50% increase within 2–3 km (between
gyres #1 and #2 on Figure 7B). Thismarked gradient is associated
with the presence of a gyre (#1) that retains most of the filtered
carbon close to the OWF. On the other hand, a residual flow
around this gyre is responsible for spreading a share of the filtered
TOC southward, therefore at station 330 (see Figure 7A), located
more than 10 km away from the closest OWFs, a slight increase
in carbon deposition is observed. Similarly, several patches of
enhanced deposition changes are associated with large residual
gyres in the CCA (#2) and NCA (#3), which act as retention
areas, where the TOC can be locally degraded, limiting the spread
of the material and hence reducing the far-field impact of the
OWF biodeposition.

Model simulation under the D-210 scenario shows that the
building of the new Dunkirk OWF close to the BCZ will result
in an increase (up to 10%) of the TOC flux inside two “tongues”
separated by an area of a slight decrease in TOC flux (Figure 7C).
This reduced deposition area corresponds to a bottom dune with
shallower depths. Therefore, the Dunkirk OWF redistributes the
TOC flux to the sediment from the shallow regions to the deeper

ones. We should note that the changes in TOC deposition flux
to the local gravel beds is approximately five times smaller than
the TOC flux changes caused by the NCA placement over the
northern Natura 2000 gravel beds possibly due to the fact that
for the Dunkirk OWF there are fewer projected monopiles.

3.2.3. Impact of the Design of the NCA on the Carbon

Flux
Figures 7D,E zoom in on the NCA for the N-250 and S-250
scenarios compared to the R-0 simulation. They show the annual
relative change of the TOC flux to the sediment. The patch
of the carbon deposition in and around the CCA is the same
for both cases and thus not shown. The patterns however are
significantly different for the NCA, especially for the large gravel
bed (pink color on Figure 8B), that is less impacted in the N-
250 scenario compared to S-250. In N-250 scenario, this gravel
bed faces a relative increase of TOC flux (∼10%) in its northern
part compared to R-0 scenario, with no flux alteration in its
southern part. In S-250 scenario, the whole area of this gravel
bed experiences a 50% TOC deposition flux increase compared
to R-0 simulation.

Under the different scenarios for the NCA (Table 3), the
TOC flux to the gravel beds inside and outside of the NCA
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FIGURE 7 | Spatial distribution of the annual change (%) in the TOC deposition flux integrated under N-250 scenario with superimposition of the M2 tidal ellipses

(A) and the residual currents (B). Enumerated white circles denote retention gyres. In (A) the green and red rectangles correspond to cut-offs (C–E). Each blue dot

represents two monopiles. (C) Changes (in %) in the TOC deposition flux under D-210 scenario compared to R-0 simulation. Blue dots—possible location of

monopiles (each dot represents 2 monopiles) and blue frame—border of Dunkirk OWF. Green polygon—Natura 2000. Pink-semi transparent polygons—gravel beds.

(D,E) Change (%) compared to the R-0 simulation of yearly-integrated TOC deposition flux: N-250 case and S-250 case, respectively.

FIGURE 8 | (A) Annual TOC fluxes to the gravel beds, simulated under the scenarios of monopiles distribution defined for the NCA in Table 3 and for R-0 scenario.

The TOC fluxes are spatially averaged over the gravel beds located inside (cyan) and outside (pink) the NCA. (B) Position of gravel beds inside the NCA and Natura

2000 (pink) and outside of the NCA but inside the Natura 2000 (cyan).
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FIGURE 9 | Flux of filtered mud (FPMUD) to the sediments for different months of the year under N-250 scenario.

was more affected by the positioning of the monopiles than by
their total number (Figure 8). The simulated TOC flux to the
gravel beds inside the NCA increases by 48% (S-162) up to
67% (S-250) in the case of the southern placement, and only
by 1.5% (N-162) to 8% (N-250) in the case of the northern
placement. Outside the NCA, the TOC flux to the gravel bed
does not change substantially (<1%) on average, but spatial
variability of this effect has been evidenced, with some gravel
beds receiving a higher flux (up to 10%; further discussion
in section 4.2).

3.3. OWFs Footprint on the Mud Flux to the
Seabed
Similar to organic carbon, mud in the water column is filtered by
mussels and integrated in FPs. However, themodel shows that the
contribution of biodeposition to the mud background deposition
is marginal (i.e., less than 1%) and that the mud dynamics is
mainly governed by the lateral inputs (from the Strait of Dover
and the rivers) and by deposition/resuspension processes. The
spatial distribution of the mud flux to the sediment due to
biodeposition shows a marked seasonal variability similar to that
of the suspended TOC in the water column (Figure 9) with the
highest (> 200 mg m−2 d−1) values in summer when the mussel
filtration rate is highest because of high rates of PP, whereas
lowest values (biodeposition is suppressed by resuspension)
are modeled in winter when the stronger bottom shear stress
hampers deposition. The zone of increased mud flux to the
bottom extends beyond the OWFs area following the general
direction of the residual currents. Note that, since the model
does not account for flocculation of fecal pellets and mineral
fine particles, it may overestimate the mud dispersal and hence,
underestimate the mud deposition around the wind farms (see
further discussion in subchapter 4.3).

4. DISCUSSION

4.1. OWF Footprint on the Sedimentary
Environment
The filtration of SPM in the water column and subsequent FPs
production by fouling mussels on OWFs’ monopiles result in a
conversion of slowly sinking organic and inorganic SPM into
fast sinking particles and a redistribution of particle fluxes to
the sediment. While, sinking and in case of resuspension after
deposition, FPs are transported by tidal and residual currents.
The spatial pattern of the particle flux to the bottom thus reflects
the local hydrodynamics around the monopile where they are
produced. The area of influence of the monopiles depends on
the settling velocity vs. transport, mixing conditions and bottom
shear stress. Hence, due to the predominant offshore direction
of the residual currents along the Belgian coast (especially in the
eastern part) and the quasi-alongshore orientation of the tidal
ellipses, no significant influence of the OWFs on the near-shore
environment is found.

Our model simulations show that the inorganic mud content
in the water column and in the sediment bed is marginally
(less than 1%) modified by mussel biodeposition, because the
order of magnitude of the filtration and FPs flux is small
(Figure 9) compared to lateral transport and erosion of muds. In
contrast, OWFs considerably modify the TOC flux to the bottom,
establishing a zone with enhanced carbon deposition (by 2–
15% on average, and up to 50% locally and sporadically) around
the monopiles that stretches in the direction of the residual
current, and is aligned with the major axis of the tidal ellipse.
At the same time, larger regions, located mostly perpendicular
to the main direction of the regional residual current and along
the minor axis of the tidal ellipse, are affected by a moderate
(up to 10%) decrease (Figure 7). This implies that the filtering
action of OWF biofouling fauna concentrates the deposition of
planktonic organic carbon around OWFs, that would otherwise
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be more homogeneously spread across the domain. A visible
far-field effect in the form of a reduced deposition is simulated
up to 30 km away from the monopile. On the smaller spatial
scales, the changed deposition exhibits features associated with
sub-mesoscale gyres. These gyres trap the FPs in their center
and act as retention areas with enhanced deposition, degradation
and reduced spreading. The area of statistically significant
TOC deposition flux changes includes OWF perimeters, but
can also stretch up to several km in the direction NE-
direction, when the residual current is aligned with the major
tidal axis.

The simulated enhanced carbon deposition up to 50% around
the monopile area and in the center of sub-mesoscale gyres has
the potential to alter the sedimentary environment in terms of
composition, grain size and biogeochemistry. Indeed, the field
studies in the area revealed a decrease in median grain size (from
427 to 312 µm) coinciding with an increase in organic matter
content (from 0.4% up to 2.5%) in the vicinity of the turbines in
Belgian OWFs (Coates et al., 2014; Lefaible et al., 2018).

4.2. OWFs Foodprint on the Natura 2000
Region
Model development and scenario definitions have been designed
to address the concerns of policymakers about the positioning
and number of NCA monopile foundations. More specifically,
the number and placement of turbines have been investigated
so as to minimize (and in possible to prevent) a negative
effect on the Natura 2000 region and, in particular, to
safeguard the nearby gravel beds. Model simulations, run under
the different scenarios of the OWF design for the NCA,
show that the number of installed turbines has an order
of magnitude less impact on the TOC deposition flux than
their positioning (Figure 8A). The statistical analysis has also
confirmed that the area of statistically significant changes in
the TOC deposition flux is much larger between two different
placement scenarios of the same turbine energy capacity, than
between two different energy capacity scenarios of the same
placement (see Supplementary Figures 5B,C). The simulations
demonstrate that when all the turbines are located in the northern
part of the NCA, with only a reduced number in the Natura
2000, the increase of carbon deposition to the Natura 2000 gravel
beds located within the NCA is nowhere higher than 10%. In
contrast, when the turbines are all located in the southern part of
the NCA, this increase exceeds 50%, and even some gravel beds
outside the NCA are impacted. This might affect the preservation
of the biodiversity of the gravel beds, through a possible negative
impact on filter feeding organisms (Essink, 1999). Luckily, the
NE-direction of regional residual currents and the alignment of
the tidal ellipses with the coast favor the transport of material
away from the Natura 2000 area, preserving themajority of gravel
beds outside the NCA even in the case of a southern positioning,
except for the northern part of the gravel bed located close to
the NCA.

In the direction opposite of the residual current and
beyond 5 km from the NCA, the carbon deposition flux
decreases up to 10%. For instance, under the northern

placement scenarios (Figure 7D), a large gravel bed which
borders the NCA (the northernmost cyan-color gravel bed on
Figure 8B) receives a decreased deposition flux. However, in
the southern placement scenarios (Figure 7E), the northern
part of this gravel bed is heavily impacted by the increased
carbon deposition.

Considering the future Dunkirk OWF, the logical conclusion
would be to place its turbine foundations as far as possible from
the Belgian border to prevent them from affecting gravel beds in
the eastern part of the Natura 2000 area. In the most extreme
case as shown here, this OWF will increase TOC deposition to
the closest Belgian gravel beds by 10% (however, this does not
result in a change in the mean annual TOC flux that is found
statistically significant).

4.3. Current Model Limitations
The model resolution of 1 km limits the tracing of small-scale
spatial features in the carbon flux dynamics. Indeed most of
the effects are located within 5 km from monopiles, which is
close to our limit in spatial resolution. While, this approach is
sound for a first assessment of the regional impact, it shows that
finer resolution is needed to detail the small-scale part of this
distribution (i.e., <10 km). Typically, one way to exploit this
information would be to decide that a new level of nesting should
be employed in a 10 km vicinity around OWFs.

According to the simulations, the impact of OWF biofouling
filtration on the mud content in the upper layers of the sediment
bed is negligible compared to the important mud remobilization
through the action of tides (Figure 9). In the field, the mud
component of feces can be much less resuspendable, if the FPs do
not decompose quickly and thus are still large in size. In addition,
the flocculation process may play an important role at the OWFs,
but is not included into the model, because of lack of data
on FP decomposition. Decomposing FPs can potentially form
flocs from any combination of non-organic material and organic
carbon. Unfortunately, current scientific knowledge is limited
for the flocculation/decomposition process and for the dynamics
of hybrid mineral and organic aggregates in general. Hence,
including flocculation and FPs decomposition processes into the
model could be considered as speculation, which complicates
simulations without adding a trustworthy added value.

In this study, the impact of OWF on the environment is
limited to the filtration and biodeposition effects associated
with the biofouling mussels. However, wind turbines and
their foundations affect the local hydrodynamics (e.g., currents,
mixing) and winds intensity. For instance, the presence of
monopiles foundations and scour protection layers alters
the circulation and increases bottom roughness, shear stress,
resuspension, mixing, and stratification (e.g., Grashorn and
Stanev, 2016; Rennau et al., 2012). There are some evidences in
the literature that monopile foundations may alter the mesoscale
circulation with the generation of eddies (e.g., the Karman eddies,
Simpson et al., 1982) associated to the splitting and merging
of the current around the pylone (the so-called “island effect”)
and upwelling-downwelling (Christiansen and Hasager, 2005)
induced by alteration of the wind patterns (the “shadow effect”
evidenced by van der Molen et al., 2014). This intensification
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of the mesoscale circulation and production of eddies may
enhance the trapping of biodeposits but this effect has not been
quantified here.

Remote sensing as well as some notable in-situ studies (e.g.,
Baeye and Fettweis, 2015) evidence the existence of a sediment
wake around the monopiles. However, this wake should yet be
sampled to determine the quantity of mud and carbon in there, to
further upgrade the model with information regarding sediment
classes of filtered matter. Hopefully, the advent of hyperspectral
remote sensing and field work, scheduled to calibrate the analysis
of those data, will provide further insights into the size class
distribution and composition of marine suspended aggregates,
and may therefore allow to advance marine modeling in that
regard. However, themodel resolution of 1 km2 can be a potential
limitation in modeling of this wake, which stretches by only a
couple of kilometers away from the monopile and is only several
tenths of meters wide.

The model constraint, which keeps the proportion of filtered
organic carbon to mud as 40:60 essentially limits the filtration
capacity of mussels by the available carbon. This simplification
is derived from a laboratory FP analysis, but in the field, under
North Sea conditions, this proportion can be different. The
model also does not take into account the seasonal cycle of
mussels growth (i.e., the mussel mass is assumed constant at
300 mg), due to lack of field data, as well as their interannual
variability. In the field, mussel clumps tend to grow until a
certain critical size until they are dislocated and fall down. We
also assumed that the mussels cover the upper 6 m of the
monopile with an equal density, without taking into account
some variability, not including mussels below the 6 m depth
mark and mussels located above the mean sea level. In addition,
in the field mussels can grow on each other, transforming the
cylinder surface area into a 3D fractal-like surface, but we
neglect this due to the lack of corresponding studies. Despite all
these limitations, we used the best available estimates from the
FaCE-iT ship-based field campaign data and laboratory analyses,
combined with the knowledge from the literature. We may
guess that implementation of all these biological and ecosystemic
constraints and processes would give better results on the
interannual scale (brief analysis in Supplementary Material 5),
but only marginally better results on the spatial scale.

5. CONCLUSION

The European Green Deal targets climate neutrality at the
Horizon 2050. This ambitious objective requires continuing
decarbonizing the energy system by increasing the part of
renewable energy. In this context, the number of OWFs has
sprung along European coasts and everywhere in the world
with consequences for marine biodiversity and biogeochemistry
that are hardly known at ecosystem scale. Our tool allows to
upscale the local effect of OWF biofouling communities on
a single turbine foundation over the regional scale using a
well-validated coupled hydrodynamic-wave-sediment-filtration
model with taking into account potential synergistic and

antagonistic effects of neighboring monopile foundations. Such
tools are needed to support the implementation of the EU
policies, including the Blue Growth strategy (Eikeset et al., 2018),
the Marine Spatial Planning Directive, the Habitat Directive
(Coffey and Richartz, 2003) and Marine Strategy Framework
Directives, the latter through the assessment of Descriptor 6
“Seafloor integrity.”

Our main conclusions can be summarized as follows:

(1) The filtering action of OWF biofouling fauna induces a
significant increase in TOC deposition within the OWF
perimeter that rarely stretches beyond it. Around the turbine
(<2 km) the TOC flux to the seabed increases annually
on average by 2–15% but this increase may amount to
50% in certain areas. This increase can potentially affect
surrounding benthic communities.

(2) Beyond 5 km from the monopile, the carbon flux decreases
compared to the reference situation and reaches its
maximum decrease at a distance of 9–13 km then decreases
to 0.5% at 30 km. The decrease of the flux does not exceed
2% and hence is tangibly smaller than the increase.

(3) Model simulations assess the extension of the impact and
clearly highlight that the effect of OWFs on carbon dynamics
is not spatially uniform but rather exhibits a high degree of
variability in response to the local hydrodynamics and, in
particular, residual and tidal circulation, wave- and current
induced bottom stress and local gyres. In particular, these
local gyres act as retention areas inside which the carbon
deposition may be enhanced.

(4) Hydrodynamics must be included in assessing the scale of
potential OWF effects on marine communities.

Our results suggest that placing monopile foundations at
least 3 km downstream (following the residual circulation)
from vulnerable communities (e.g., gravel beds ecosystems)
can considerably limit strong alteration in TOC deposition
flux. For the most cases, placing the OWF at least 7 km
upstream would result in very little (<5%) overall changes
in the local carbon flux. For the direction, orthogonal to the
dominant M2 tidal ellipse, this distance shrinks down to 2–4
km, depending on the direction of the residual current.

(5) The scenarios of the NCA design show that in a
configuration where the turbines are not overlapping with
the gravel beds and are located mostly outside the Natura
2000 area, the gravel beds are hardly affected and the
simulated enhanced deposition is very local and less than
10%. In contrast, when the turbines are all located in the
Natura 2000 area, partly overlapping with the gravel beds,
the enhanced carbon deposition to some of them amounts
to 50%, which will likely alter the preservation of their
biodiversity. Contrary to their placement, changing the
number of turbines (from 162 up to 250) significantly affects
TOC deposition flux over a much smaller area.

In the shallowest region of the BCZ, the seasonal variability of
the TOC flux to the bottom can amount to 70–80% which would
suggest that the seabed communities of such regions are already
adapted to the variability of the TOC flux. Further work is needed
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to connect the simulated changes in carbon deposition flux with
the type of seabed communities in regions of OWFs.
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